is energy today plus
energy tomorrow. Our top
tier oil and gas assets
offer superior economics
plus opportunity. Our
focus is delivering growth
plus income, providing
near term results plus
positioning ourselves for
the future. That’s
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At Enerplus, our focus
is long-term growth and
income delivered from
a strategic land base
concentrated in some
of North America’s
most prospective oil
and natural gas plays.
Throughout 2012, we
continued to delineate
and develop our
properties to maximize
their value.
Enerplus is a North American
energy producer with a portfolio of
high-quality, low-decline oil and gas
assets, complemented by growth
assets in resource plays with superior
economics. We are focused on creating
value for our investors through
the successful development of our
properties. Through our activities,
we strive to provide investors with a
competitive return comprised of both
income and organic growth.
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Enerplus was not alone in the turbulent conditions we faced in
2012, and like many of our competitors who produce both oil
and natural gas, we saw a significant reduction in our share price.
We took meaningful steps to mitigate the headwinds we faced
and continued building a platform for profitable growth. We have
been managing industry ups and downs while providing income
to investors for more than a quarter of a century. That’s resilient
plus resourceful.
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2012 Year in Review
One of the most significant challenges we faced in
2012 was the low natural gas price environment.
While macroeconomic factors such as weak
natural gas prices, widening crude oil differentials
and cost inflation impacted us, we continued to
adapt and focus our strategy to respond to, and
as applicable, effectively manage these risks.
Against this backdrop, we focused our
investment activities on oil opportunities in our
portfolio. Through our successful drilling program,
not only did we grow our oil production by
approximately 21 percent, increasing oil and liquids
production to about 50 percent of total production,
we also grew the natural gas opportunity within
our portfolio.
The end result was a growth in funds flow
of 12 percent year-over-year.
We exited 2012 with a conservative debt-tofunds flow ratio of 1.7 times, virtually unchanged
from 2011, and our adjusted payout ratio
improved markedly through the year.

Despite the natural gas price
collapse, we grew funds flow
by 12 percent.

Funds Flow Growth
($ Millions)
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Milestones in 2012

Milestones Going Forward

We delivered annual production growth of nine percent and
posted exit production of approximately 85,800 BOE per
day—an increase of almost 4,000 BOE per day over last year.

Our funds flow is expected to grow again in 2013 by
approximately eight percent in the context of current forward
prices and spending plans.

We increased total proved plus probable reserves by seven
percent, replacing 190 percent of production through the
drill bit.

We plan to reduce our capital spending by 20 percent to
$685 million, with 85 percent targeted to high netback crude
oil and liquids projects.

We added over 57 million BOE of proved plus probable
reserves, 66 percent of which were crude oil.

Our focus will be on improving our cost structures and the
capital efficiency of our programs. Based upon our capital
spending plans and the current commodity price outlook, our
adjusted payout ratio is expected to improve to approximately
125 percent.

We generated proceeds of $141 million by selling our equity
interest in Laricina Energy Ltd.
We sold our mature oil assets in Manitoba and replaced
those assets by increasing our ownership in the Sleeping
Giant Bakken oil field in Montana, realizing $100 million in
net proceeds and improving the concentration and future
potential in our portfolio.

We plan to manage our spending and will continue to
preserve our financial flexibility targeting a debt-to-funds flow
ratio of less than 2 times by year end. We plan to rationalize
non-core assets to support our balance sheet.
We plan to continue to grow our asset base in 2013 and
expect production to average between 82,000 BOE per day
and 85,000 BOE per day.
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Our Bakken crude oil assets, our Canadian waterfloods
and our Marcellus shale gas assets all contributed to an
improved production profile in 2012, enabling Enerplus to
exit the year producing approximately 85,800 BOE per day.
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production growth
at Fort Berthold

We successfully shifted our
portfolio, growing our oil
production by 21 percent.

Our Assets
We believe in the value of a focused asset base.
In 2012, we invested just over $850 million to
advance our top tier portfolio of oil and gas
properties. We grew average crude oil production
by 21 percent—to 36,500 BOE per day and
ended the year with approximately 50 percent
of total corporate volumes attributed to crude
oil and natural gas liquids. Our total natural
gas volumes remained virtually unchanged at
approximately 250 MMcf per day.
As a result of our capital investments and
our active portfolio management, approximately
40 percent of our production will be from our
US-based assets in 2013.
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Fort Berthold: unlocking
the value in top tier resources
With a continued robust oil pricing
environment, we directed the largest
share of our capital spending program
to our oil assets in 2012—mainly to
the Fort Berthold Bakken oil play,
where we continued to achieve positive
drilling results. We advanced our
understanding of both the Bakken
and Three Forks formations, growing
production by 120 percent to 14,000
BOE per day.

Marcellus Shale Gas: preserving
value for the future
With weak gas prices, we minimized our
spending on natural gas assets, focusing
primarily on the Marcellus. We believe
that natural gas prices will recover, and
therefore we continued to invest in
order to preserve our opportunities in
the most prospective areas of the play.
As a result of our drilling activity, we
were able to secure two thirds of our
core acreage and double production,
exiting the year producing over 60
MMcf per day.
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Canadian Oil Waterfloods:
supporting our income and
growth strategy
We continued to invest in drilling and
enhanced oil recovery projects within
our highly profitable, low-decline
Canadian crude oil waterflood assets.
These properties are a core holding
as they generate substantial free cash
flow and offer significant growth
potential. As a result of our drilling
and optimization activities, we grew
production by seven percent, to just
under 24,000 BOE per day.
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Our core strategy of delivering income plus growth
demands long-term thinking and financial discipline.
In 2012, we took prudent steps to protect and
reinforce our balance sheet during this extended
period of weak natural gas prices. We also worked
to increase the profitability of our entire business.

FInAnCIAL
StREnGth

MEAnInGFUL
DIvIDEnD

$1.62
6

1.7

times
debt-to-funds
flow ratio

per share
in dividends paid to
shareholders in 2012

~

7

%
Current
Yield

Enerplus remains committed to
meeting investors’ desire for an
income-yielding energy investment.
We believe it ensures discipline in our
capital spending and contributes to a
stronger valuation for our company.

Our Focus in 2013
Our strategy is premised on having the financial strength to
execute our capital spending program, capitalize on emerging
opportunities and distribute a meaningful dividend to our
shareholders.
We improved the sustainability of our business in 2012
and we expect to continue this trend in 2013. We plan to
reduce our capital expenditures by 20 percent which, when
combined with higher production volumes and a gradual
improvement in natural gas prices, is expected to improve
our adjusted payout ratio. We expect to deliver another year
of funds flow growth this year.
We plan to invest $685 million on exploration and
development projects, with 85 percent of this earmarked
for crude oil and liquids rich natural gas projects. We believe
that our efforts will result in value creation, and expect to
deliver production of 82,000 BOE per day – 85,000 BOE
per day.
We plan to continue to manage our portfolio and expect
to enhance our profitability by divesting of select non-core
assets. These actions will have the added benefit of improving
our focus and strengthening our balance sheet.
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2013 Capital Spending
Canadian crude oil waterfloods

23%
Marcellus
shale gas

12%

Liquids-rich natural gas
and emerging plays

11%
Other

4%

Fort Berthold

50%

hedging
We have an active hedging
program that is designed to
protect a portion of our funds
flow. We have almost 65
percent of our forecast 2013
crude oil production, net
of royalties, hedged at over
US$100 per barrel to ensure
greater funds flow certainty
throughout the year.

Stock Dividend Program
Enerplus introduced a
Stock Dividend Program
(SDP) in 2012 that is open
to all shareholders. This
optional program enables
shareholders to choose
cash dividends or Enerplus
shares, at a five percent
discount to the current
market price, with no fees
or commissions.
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Enerplus people bring energy and talent to every facet
of our business and we’re proud of the contributions
they made in 2012. Together, our teams across North
America produce energy in a way that adds value and
delivers results in a responsible manner.

PEOPLE

EnERGY
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The senior executive team at Enerplus answer
some of the most frequently asked questions
from our shareholders.

Gordon J. Kerr
B.Comm., C.A., F.C.A.
President &
Chief Executive Officer

Robert J. Waters
B.B.A., M.B.A., C.A.
Senior Vice-President &
Chief Financial Officer

Ian C. Dundas
B.Comm., L.L.B.
Executive Vice-President &
Chief Operating Officer

Q:
A:

Q:

Q:
A:

What are your
key strategic objectives?

At the highest level, we are
pursuing profitable growth,
namely by efficiently developing a
top tier resource portfolio in North
America that delivers income to our
shareholders. We will accomplish this
not only through a strong balance
sheet but through our collective
talents, extensive expertise and a
shared vision. We will also continue
developing resources responsibly.
We do not take our social license
to operate lightly, nor do we put
profit ahead of safety and social
responsibility.

How will you maintain
financial strength and a
meaningful dividend with continued
low natural gas prices?

A:

With current commodity
prices, we anticipate a smaller
funding shortfall this year than in
2012. The dividend reduction last year
was painful but helped improve our
sustainability. As a result of our capital
spending program and the current
commodity price outlook, we expect
to increase funds flow again in 2013
and plan to maintain the dividend at
the current level. Through the sale
of non-core assets and our crude oil
hedging program, we believe we will
maintain our strong financial position
and have tremendous upside as gas
prices recover.

How are you unlocking
value from your assets?

We’ve repositioned our
portfolio in recent years
through the sale of non-core assets
and the capture of meaningful
positions in some of the best plays in
North America at attractive valuations.
Using our expertise, technology
and a disciplined capital allocation
strategy, we’ve taken undeveloped
land positions and delivered economic
growth in production, reserves and
funds flow. Through the advancement
of these plays, we’ve identified future
growth potential that we expect to
maximize either through development
or monetization.

Question & Answer

Ray J. Daniels
Chartered Engineer, M.B.A., B.Sc.
Senior Vice-President, Operations

Eric G. Le Dain
P. Eng., M.B.A.
Senior Vice-President, Strategic Planning,
Reserves & Marketing

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What assets will support future
production and reserves growth?

We have built a foundation for growth
with our investments in our Fort Berthold
Bakken oil properties, our Marcellus shale gas
play, as well as waterflood and enhanced oil
recovery projects in Canada. We are investing
capital in 2013 in these plays in order to continue
on the path of growth in production and reserves.
We are also directing our attention to the
opportunity in front of us in the Montney, the
Wilrich and the Duvernay natural gas plays in
Canada. These assets hold tremendous potential
for us, and while we expect modest capital
investment this year primarily in the Wilrich,
we are actively seeking a joint-venture partner
to help us move the Montney and Duvernay
into development. These assets could provide
a substantial contribution to our business in
the coming years.

Why do you hedge some of your
production?

In order to allow us to plan our annual
capital program and protect our balance
sheet strength, we require a degree of cash flow
certainty. We can achieve this by fixing the price
(“hedging”) on some of our commodity sales.
Approximately 80 percent of our current revenue
is from oil and liquids, so that is where we focus
our hedging. For 2013, we have almost 65
percent of our net crude oil production hedged
at just over $100 per barrel. With the supply/
demand fundamentals shifting relative to North
American natural gas, we have a more positive
outlook on the future price for natural gas. As
a result, we have only a third of our natural gas
production hedged for 2013 at this time.
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Our efforts in 2012 not only
delivered growth in production,
reserves and funds flow, but
also maintained the financial
flexibility needed for the longterm success of our business.

A Message From
Our President
To Our Investors,
In a challenging year that saw
us experience a share price decline,
we demonstrated the resolve and
discipline that define our company,
along with a commitment to creating
long-term value for investors.
Throughout 2012, we were able
to keep our balance sheet strong by
raising equity, issuing long-term debt,
streamlining and divesting non-core
assets and reducing the dividend.
We managed our capital spending,
improved our operating efficiencies
and ended the year with a strong
financial position and approximately
$740 million of capacity available
through our credit facility.
Our people advanced a worldclass oil and gas portfolio within our
framework of responsible development.
As we enhanced our understanding of
these assets, we grew our production
and reserves organically and improved
the profitability of our business.

ENERPLUS
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Over the past four years, we have
reshaped our asset base through
active portfolio management. We have
acquired positions in key resource plays
and have consistently captured value by
selling assets at opportune times. This
has included our oil sands interests,
a portion of our Marcellus non-core
acreage and our equity interest in
Laricina Energy Ltd.—all at accretive
values. Last year, we also increased our
working interest in our high netback
Montana oil play, financing this
purchase through the sale of non-core
assets in Manitoba. By reinvesting
approximately half of the proceeds
from the sale, we not only replaced the
production that was sold, we improved
the concentration of our asset base and
improved our operating metrics.
With the recent improvement in
natural gas prices and an expectation
that we will see cost improvement,
particularly in the Bakken and
Marcellus, we believe we are
poised for a successful future.

This includes the strategy of
continuing to pay a meaningful
dividend to our shareholders.
I believe Enerplus offers investors
a compelling investment in the energy
sector with exposure to some of the
most exciting oil and gas plays in
North America. We are driven to create
long-term value and are determined to
realize the full potential of our assets
for shareholders.
I wish to extend a sincere thanks
to our investors for their continued
support. Enerplus will keep rising
to the challenge, delivering growth
and income.

Gordon J. Kerr
President & Chief Executive Officer
April, 2013
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Barrels of Oil Equivalent and Cubic Feet
of Gas Equivalent
This corporate summary contains references to
“BOE” (barrels of oil equivalent), “Mcfe” (thousand
cubic feet of gas equivalent), “Bcfe” (billion cubic
feet of gas equivalent) and “Tcfe” (trillion cubic feet
of gas equivalent). Enerplus has adopted the standard
of six thousand cubic feet of gas to one barrel of oil
(6 Mcf: 1 bbl) when converting natural gas to BOEs,
and one barrel of oil to six thousand cubic feet of
gas (1 bbl: 6 Mcf) when converting oil to Mcfes,
Bcfes and Tcfes. BOEs, Mcfes, Bcfes and Tcfes may
be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. The
foregoing conversion ratios are based on an energy
equivalency conversion method primarily applicable
at the burner tip and do not represent a value
equivalency at the wellhead. Given that the value
ratio based on the current price of oil as compared to
natural gas is significantly different from the energy
equivalent of 6:1, utilizing a conversion on a 6:1 basis
may be misleading. “MBOE” and “MMBOE” mean
“thousand barrels of oil equivalent” and “million
barrels of oil equivalent”, respectively.

Reserves and Contingent Resource
Estimates
All estimates of reserves herein are presented on
a “company interest” basis, which represents our
gross working interests plus our share of royalty
interests. Company interest is not a term defined
under National instrument and may not be
comparable to reserves estimates provided by
other issuers.
“Contingent resources” are defined in the
Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook
(the “COGE Handbook”) as “those quantities
of petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be
potentially recoverable from known accumulations
using established technology or technology
under development, but which are not currently
considered to be commercially recoverable due
to one or more contingencies. Contingencies may
include factors such as ultimate recovery rates,
economic, legal, environmental, political and
regulatory matters or a lack of markets. It is also
appropriate to classify as “contingent resources”
the estimated discovered recoverable quantities
associated with a project in the early evaluation
stage. There is no certainty that we will produce
any portion of the volumes currently classified as
“contingent resources”. The “contingent resource”
estimates contained herein are presented as the
“best estimate” of the quantity that will actually
be recovered, effective as of December 31, 2012.
A “best estimate” of contingent resources means
that it is equally likely that the actual remaining

quantities recovered will be greater or less than the
best estimate, and if probabilistic methods are used,
there should be at least a 50% probability that the
quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed
the best estimate.
For additional information regarding the
primary contingencies which currently prevent
the classification of our disclosed “contingent
resources” associated with our Marcellus shale
gas properties, our Fort Berthold properties, our
Wilrich natural gas properties and a portion of
our Canadian crude oil properties as reserves and
the positive and negative factors relevant to the
“contingent resource” estimates, see our AIF for the
year ended December 31, 2012 (and corresponding
Form 40-F) dated February 22, 2013, a copy of
which is available under our SEDAR profile at www.
sedar.com and a copy of the Form 40-F which is
available under our EDGAR profile at www.sec.gov.

Forward-looking Information and
Statements
This corporate summary contains certain forwardlooking information and statements (“forwardlooking information”) within the meaning of
applicable securities laws. The use of any of the
words “expect”, “anticipate”, “continue”, “estimate”,
“guidance”, “objective”, “ongoing”, “may”, “will”,
“project”, “should”, “believe”, “plans”, “intends”,
“budget”, “strategy” and similar expressions are
intended to identify forward-looking information.
In particular, but without limiting the foregoing,
this corporate summary contains forward-looking
information pertaining to the following: Enerplus’
asset portfolio; future capital and development
expenditures and the allocation thereof among our
resource plays and assets; future development and
drilling locations, plans and costs; the performance
of and future results from Enerplus’ assets and
operations, including anticipated production levels,
expected ultimate recoveries and decline rates; future
growth prospects, acquisitions and dispositions; the
volumes and estimated value of Enerplus’ oil and
gas reserves and contingent resource volumes and
future commodity price and foreign exchange rate
assumptions related thereto; the life of Enerplus’
reserves; the volume and product mix of Enerplus’
oil and gas production; the amount of future asset
retirement obligations; future funds flow and debtto-funds flow levels; potential asset sales; returns on
Enerplus’ capital program; Enerplus’ tax position;
sources of funding of Enerplus’ capital program; and
future costs, expenses and royalty rates.
The forward-looking information contained in
this corporate summary reflect several material

factors and expectations and assumptions of
Enerplus including, without limitation: that
Enerplus will conduct its operations and achieve
results of operations as anticipated; that Enerplus’
development plans will achieve the expected
results; the general continuance of current or,
where applicable, assumed industry conditions;
the continuation of assumed tax, royalty and
regulatory regimes; the accuracy of the estimates
of Enerplus’ reserve and resource volumes;
commodity price and cost assumptions; the
continued availability of adequate debt and/or
equity financing, cash flow and other sources to
fund Enerplus’ capital and operating requirements
as needed; and the extent of its liabilities. Enerplus
believes the material factors, expectations and
assumptions reflected in the forward-looking
information are reasonable but no assurance
can be given that these factors, expectations and
assumptions will prove to be correct.
The forward-looking information included
in this corporate summary is not a guarantee of
future performance and should not be unduly
relied upon. Such information involves known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may cause actual results or events to
differ materially from those anticipated in such
forward-looking information including, without
limitation: changes in commodity prices; changes
in the demand for or supply of Enerplus’ products;
unanticipated operating results, results from
development plans or production declines; changes
in tax or environmental laws, royalty rates or other
regulatory matters; changes in development plans
by Enerplus or by third party operators of Enerplus’
properties; increased debt levels or debt service
requirements; inaccurate estimation of Enerplus’
oil and gas reserves and resources volumes; limited,
unfavourable or a lack of access to capital markets;
increased costs; a lack of adequate insurance
coverage; the impact of competitors; reliance on
industry partners; and certain other risks detailed
from time to time in Enerplus’ public disclosure
documents (including, without limitation, those
risks identified in Enerplus’ Annual Information
Form and Form 40-F described at the end of the
corporate summary).
The forward-looking information contained in
this corporate summary speak only as of the date of
this corporate summary, and none of Enerplus or
its subsidiaries assumes any obligation to publicly
update or revise them to reflect new events or
circumstances, except as may be required pursuant
to applicable laws.

